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ROLES
THE PEOPLE

By now you would have a reasonable appreciation for just how critical the MCA is for a client by helping them to achieve
commercial success and to inﬂuence outcomes. There is no shortage of data and intelligence and systems to support
these roles, but it’s the people, their skills and capabilities that can make all the difference to an effective relationship in 		
delivering results.
There are so many different roles within an MCA, each having its own unique set of skill requirements, but some of
the most prominent requirements to ﬁll many of the roles would be to be:
Creative, a planner, a researcher, a good presenter, a demographer, up to date, a strong negotiator, an account manager, a
marketer, a data miner, a business person, curious, a listener, a sales person, a strategic thinker and problem solver, analytical
and numerate, organised, a great communicator, team player, passionate and have energy and drive.

STRUCTURE

Structures will vary by agency and by client group. The chart to the right is a traditional hierarchy structure, however this does
not take into account the roles for various functions.
For example there may be a Director of Strategy, a Director of Buying, a Director of Digital or Search etc. And so forth for many
of the roles listed here.
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ROLES
Aimee Buchanan
CEO

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
CEO, OMD Australia.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
My role is to set the direction of the business, design the right team, remove any major barriers and lead the
team to making that a reality.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Keeping the team together, aligned and motivated = ensuring growth for our people. Working with clients to
ensure we are delivering and driving their business forward = growth for our clients. And ultimately these two
things drive growth for our business.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I responded to an ad in the newspaper fresh out of Uni and started as a Media Assistant. I worked for one
agency for 12 years and for 9 years on the Optus account. I started as Planner Buyer on that account and made
it my passion to know everything I could about their business. 6 years later, I was running the account and
loved every part of it. The senior clients took me under their wing and taught me so much about business and
marketing. It taught me a lot from a skill set point of view, but also personally about loyalty, really investing in
people, deep relationships and what it truly means to know a client’s business. After 9 years, I left that role to
come to OMD to run Tourism Australia globally. This led me to work across different accounts within the agency,
taking on a management role and recently to being promoted to CEO.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
There are a lot of highs and lows in this industry. All the normal things, like major account wins, awards wins etc.
But I would have to say the most inspiring moment for me is an event we run each year, called The Big Day Out
where our teams who manage our clients’ businesses tell the stories of their key priorities to our media partners
in a fun and immersive way. I love seeing the talent in the agency, the passion and absolute knowledge they
have for our clients’ businesses. It reminds me of why I love working in this business each year.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Personally, the ongoing balancing act of being a good mother, wife, friend, sister and doing my job well.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
The simple privilege that, through our client base, we are invited to work with so many amazing brands and
businesses. We have the opportunity every day to get under the skin of their challenges and to help maximise
their opportunities. No single day is ever the same and just when you think you have it figured out, a client calls
with a challenge or an idea that sparks my curiosity all over again. I am driven by delivering our end of that
bargain, by driving results, growing our clients’ businesses and re-earning that privilege to again be invited back.
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ROLES
Nicki Willoughby
Strategy Director

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Strategy Director. Responsible for the development of strategic recommendations
that solve client communications challenges and deliver desired client
business outcomes.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
My role is to work on specific accounts and deliver strategic solutions based on data-led insights and imaginative
communications ideas. The Strategy Director and the Strategy team are also responsible for inspiring and
mentoring the broader agency to deliver innovative and brave communications solutions.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Interact with and engage senior clients on key projects and strategic priorities. Apply the agency planning
process, using key research methods and tools to generate data-led insights and a communications platform.
Collaborate with implementation and investment teams, specialist business units and media partners to guide
the executional ideas that bring the communication platform to life.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I started out in London, learning my trade at several digital agencies including Tribal DDB and DigitasLBi, before
making the move to Sydney in 2008. In Australia, I led Telstra’s digital team at OMD, before switching to media
side with a Strategy role at radio network SCA, and broadening my skillset then allowed me to progress to my
current role as Strategy Director at Initiative.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
Working with industry charity UnLtd, and winning an MFA award with HeartKids Australia, which demonstrates
the power of our industry to change things for the better!
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Finding the right insight- a universal human truth. This is crucially important, as the insight will guide the whole
campaign and ultimately determine the success or otherwise.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
As communication professionals, we work in the business of influence, and knowing that it is possible to use that
influence to change things for the better is what drives and motivates me.
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ROLES
Shari Daniels-Mitchell
Knowledge & Operations Director

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Data Director, which means I have responsibility for analysing a range of media 				
and other data. This includes reporting internally and externally to senior 			
stakeholders, and
identifying growth opportunities.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
On a day to day basis, I proactively identify new and innovative ways to leverage media and marketing data
for the benefit of our clients and agency stakeholder’s. I sit within the data science team, which leverages deep
data assets – including marketing data, digital data, transactional data and customer data - to unlock strategic
insights, identify growth opportunities for our clients, and optimize the investment mix.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Design, development, management and maintenance of a bespoke agency and client interactive dashboards.
Management of industry software relationships, including functionality and accuracy of data output. Training
and development for junior team members to maximise their wider media knowledge, and provide a deeper
understanding of media data outputs.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I started my career in advertising 20+ years ago when all you really needed to secure an entry level role was the
gift of the gab, a fierce determination to learn, and great attention to detail. So much has changed since then,
but those skills have played a significant part in all roles that I have fulfilled. My roles have been many and varied,
and include account & team management, planning & buying, learning & development and trade operations.
As the media world evolved, so did I. The data science team was a natural fit and allows me to put my broad skill
set, with a focus on media data, to best use.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
In 2004, after 10 years in the advertising industry, moving from a large, traditional media agency to Ikon, a
smaller boutique agency. Ikon‘s point of difference was dynamic trading and innovative media solutions, at a
time when most agencies were primarily focused on ensuring their contract obligations with various vendors
were being met. Huge learning curve, and a move I have never regretted.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Leaving senior roles to have my children, and each time returning to discover how much had changed due to the
explosion of digital and data.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
Making tedious and time consuming tasks easier via the creation of automated reporting dashboards. Having
personally spent many hours creating manual reports over the years, I get great satisfaction out of turning an 8
hour task into a 30 second one.
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ROLES
Michael Wretham
Digital Director

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
As a Digital Director, I lead the charge on all digital output from UM Melbourne.
This includes digital strategy, connections planning, technical consulting, media
planning and implementation – with an element of client leadership thrown in as well.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
As a group of digital connections guru’s, our role encompasses training and education for our clients, as well as
driving innovation in our approach to communicating with audiences wherever they happen to be (which more
often than not, is online in this day and age).
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Championing digital strategy and thinking throughout the agency and encourage the production of great work
for our clients. Also, actively mentoring a team of future digital leaders, building their capabilities broader than
pure digital media to make well rounded professionals.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
Ever since I was 10 years old I’ve had a PC - and have had vast experiences with technology, including
assembling desktop computers and running a small ISP from home as part of a home IT business in the early
00’s (whilst I was in high school).
My first role was in traditional media planning and buying, but my passion for digital quickly became apparent
as I was drawn to it. This led to a career spanning from media agencies to specialist digital agencies and full
service agencies. I’ve been fortunate enough to have worked on user experience projects for enterprise websites
plan digital connections strategies for national and state clients and lead client relationships.
In Western Australia, I worked for Initiative Perth as a digital lead, and was successfully able to transition over
to Melbourne within the network, to join UM Melbourne as a Client Director – which quickly became Digital
Director as my passion for the craft became apparent to the east coast!
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
I’m generally a bit of a closet geek, so watching projects and campaigns I’ve been heavily involved in still excites
me whenever it happens. The most inspiring thing I was involved in, was the MS Society WA Mega Home Lottery
– where I could literally watch 1,000’s of tickets being sold each minute in the ticketing system (and I helped
design the system!).
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Making sure I’m at the cutting edge of digital innovation for the agency, and to ensure that the whole team and
our clients are up to speed. (Definitely a positive challenge!)
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ROLES
Michael Wretham (cont)
Digital Director

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
Making tedious and time consuming tasks easier via the creation of automated
reporting dashboards. Having personally spent many hours creating manual
reports over the years, I get great satisfaction out of turning an 8 hour task into
a 30 second one.
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ROLES
Karyn Smith

Client Service Director - Integrated Services

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
As a Client Service Director within Integrated Services, I am responsible for full
service leadership and consul to clients, my team and the wider agency to delivery
progressive, ideas centric solutions that answer our client’s business problems.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
I am also responsible for supporting the business to build better processes and deeper understanding of full
service account management alongside key discipline heads and management, embedding the full service
way of working.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Client service, build strong relationships with clients to become a trusted advisor. Identify and create new
business opportunities from existing client base, as well as new business. Lead the collaboration and integration
with various product heads; develop and improve processes for integration.
Understand client’s business beyond the scope of creative or media, ultimately ensuring Ikon have the key seat
at the decision-making table for all needs. Ensures the team delivers innovative solutions that reflect the diverse
Ikon offering and is competitive in the wider communications landscape.
Billings forecasting and management of maximising commercial outcomes for all projects. New business
opportunities. Develop a detailed Scope of Work for all projects.
Provide guidance and leadership of the team to deliver on the product and business vision, and the values of
the wider agency. Continual up-skilling of the team to broaden their expertise in the integration space and to
identify opportunities for widening the scope of the offering with clients. Oversee the client service/integrated
team in the delivery of their roles to see that workloads, project priorities and the collaboration of the team are
effectively managed.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I originally started out in Agency Sales at Channel 9 in Adelaide. Following 3 years there and after a short break
from the industry, I then re-entered as a Trader within a full service agency, who was one of my agency clients
at Channel 9. I have spent the last 8 years working my way up the chain, from Trader, to Planner/Buyer, to
Communications Manager, to Communications Director and now Client Service Director.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
Regular ‘small wins’ are what matter to me and are the inspiration to continue. Consistent high quality
output for clients, building strong and trusted relationships with both clients and media, having respect of
team members and wider agency, watching team members thrive and progress under your leadership and
delivering great work.
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ROLES
Karyn Smith (cont)

Client Service Director - Integrated Services

I have also been blessed with the opportunity to attend some pretty amazing
once in a lifetime experiences, which I find are a great way to look back on and
be proud of all your hard work – these sorts of opportunities come from having
great relationships with media, as well as partnering with them to deliver great
work for clients.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Leading people -The art of leading vs managing is a difficult one to master, as the easiest way out is quite often
to just solve the problem for them. Stepping back and empowering them to solve the problem takes control and
quite a bit of mindfulness as well as patience. This is however the only way that people will develop.
Sometimes you will have clients that you just can’t ever please. One of the biggest lessons I’ve learnt is not to
take things personally when these instances occur. Don’t strive for perfection, strive for consistent high quality
output/delivery and you will inevitably earn the truest and respect of (reasonable) clients. On the flip side, one of
the greatest parts of my role is when you do build the right rapport and trust with the clients and turn them into
very successful partnerships.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
Diversity – there isn’t really any other industry that changes as much and as fast as ours does. If you are bored
in your role, you only have yourself to blame - there is always something new to learn or keep updated on.
As mentioned above – stabilising tenuous client relationships and turning them into successful partnerships is a
very challenging component of the role, but also one of the most rewarding.
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ROLES
Sarah Kent

Senior Business Manager

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Senior Business Manager - It means I look after my clients account beginning to end, 			
from strategy and planning to Investment and reporting.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
My role is mostly centred around managing the agency and client relationship as well as ownership of the
campaign process. Carat operates under business management teams meaning each team looks after one or
more clients. This allows us the ability to work across the whole process from planning to implementation.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
My main responsibilities can be split in two main pillars - Client Management and Campaign Ownership. This
means working collaboratively with both the client and the other business units within Carat, whether it be
strategy or Data and Analytics, to respond to briefs, delve into results or provide insights.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I did a degree in Advertising and Promotions in UTS and remember one class where TARPS were mentioned
(though briefly). That small little word helped out when I went for my first interview back in the day when they
asked me what I knew about media. Carat came a knocking one day and the opportunity to learn something
new (direct response) as well as the promising feedback of Carats culture was too good to pass up!
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
We had the MD of Pandora, Jane Huxley, and come in for one of our inspiring talks and she said a few things
that struck a chord with me. She said to not take things personally, and that even she, as successful as she is,
experiences “imposter syndrome”. For me, that made me want to push a little harder and to trust in myself that
little bit more.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
My most challenging was definitely when my team and I were juggling a number of major sponsorships as well
as our normal workloads. It pushed us to our very limits but it was also a period that I learnt the most and where
I presented some of my best work. It really proved to me how important having a great team is because in this
industry you just can’t do everything yourself.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
What isn’t there to love? Everywhere you go there are amazing, inspiring and talented people. We are at the
forefront of trends and innovations from connected homes to digitisation of the world. And we get access to a
lot of amazing opportunities that we would have difficulty getting in any other industry.
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ROLES
Ayan Chakravarti

Programmatic Account Manager

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Programmatic Account Manager – The term “programmatic” refers to the
automated buying of digital ad space.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
GroupM Connect is a digital & biddable media specialist business that sits within GroupM, with teams looking
after SEM, SEO, Affiliate, Programmatic and Social Media channels across both GroupM agency and direct
clients. My team is focused on shaping advertiser programmatic strategies for our clients, as well as the
implementation and execution of programmatic campaigns based off the defined strategy.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Implementation and execution of programmatic campaigns for GroupM advertisers, advisory on programmatic
strategy and advertising technologies, guidance and education on the latest and greatest within the world of
programmatic advertising.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I fell into the industry purely by chance. During my second year of university back in 2011, I did an internship
at a boutique trading-desk which turned into a part-time role. After a stint in the Finance industry right after
graduation, I decided to make the switch back to the world of advertising with a role at Adobe. From there, I
moved into my current role at GroupM where I’ve been for the past two years.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
One of my most inspiring moments was getting to meet with Brian O’Kelley, CEO of AppNexus, during a Q&A
session at the GroupM offices. He is heralded as a guru within the world of programmatic advertising, having
played a pivotal role in developing one of the first programmatic bidding platforms which has transformed the
way media is traded ever since. As someone who is still within the early stages of their career, this definitely
wasn’t an opportunity that comes about every day.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
The world of programmatic advertising is a dynamic, continuously evolving beast. It’s at the convergence of
the previously disparate worlds of advertising and technology, which brings about a unique set of challenges
in terms of busting myths and preconceived notions. Furthermore, the establishment of process and procedure
within a currently fragmented industry ecosystem can be a very cumbersome task.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
A classic example of what one finds the most challenging could also be the most enjoyable. I love the fact that
I get to work with different technologies on a daily basis within the ever-changing landscape of the industry, as
well as the different groups of individuals I get to interact with; from agencies, tech-vendors, publishers, networks
to everyone in the middle.
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ROLES
Becca Watts

Entertainment & Sports Partnership Director

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Partnership Director, ESP (Entertainment & Sports Partnerships). I manage
a team of passionate experts that source, ideate, broker and manage
content partnerships.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
To bring our client’s strategy to life by delivering original thinking through content partnerships.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Ensure that we deliver a creative and commercial model for Mindshare that puts consumers at the heart.
How did you get into the industry and how did you get to your current role?
I started off selling sponsorship of events to media agencies in the UK and then moved over to agency side
which enabled me to work on multiple clients and diverse campaigns, not just events. This was key for me and
I haven’t looked back. I moved to Australia in 2013 and continued to work on what I was most passionate
about – diversified campaigns and clients, whilst gaining local knowledge and experience in Sydney. I started at
Mindshare June 2015 to further my experience in content partnerships that are validated by data science, and
to also develop and grow a team.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
The most inspiring moment for me is seeing my team extremely passionate and motivated about the work they
are doing.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
The forever changing media landscape and educating brands on what we could do.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
Every day is different. We’re constantly meeting new people and working on a range of campaigns and
therefore, are forever learning which keeps things fun and interesting.
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ROLES
Kate Evans

Chief Innovation Officer

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
At Zenith the craft of disruptive thinking is a critically important part of the solutions 			
that we are delivering for our clients. We want to be providing ideas which are bold 			
enough, unique enough or out of the ordinary to smash through traditional category 			
norms, creating buzz and consequently, marketing led growth (ROI).
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
The Innovation team are responsible for unlocking creativity, innovation and disruption across all of Zenith
clients. The team enables the business to deliver cross platform creative ideas and strategic solutions to clients.
Importantly we are responsible for the process not for generating the ideas but tapping into the creative force of
the collective.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Unlock great ideas, Drive innovative problem solving, Build world class solutions. Foster an environment / culture
of collaboration by:
• Support Best Practises - This involves standardizing market research methods for novel ideas and insights;
strategic innovation; promoting open innovation; and introducing group tools and processes that
encourage creative thinking.

• Setting up and running ideas generation platforms both internally for reactive briefs and proactively with
clients .

• Creating idea led- award winning work.
• Training company personnel on the process and skills they need to develop and improve their creativity &
innovation.

• Identifying and analyse trends and market disruptions and search for emerging new market opportunities .
• Help create and foster a culture of creativity and innovation through environment, staff, idea process and
ensure that ideas and innovation are an integral part of the way we work.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I started as Advertising Manager at the Financial Times in Sales for print, digital and events. Moved into
integrated solutions at Guardian News & Media and then to nineMSN working within digital, mobile, XBOX and
Performance. From there I became a Digital strategist (which I didn’t believe in as strategy should form the
whole comms) then moved into running strategy for Nine Ent Co. Through my strategic work I found I really
enjoyed unlocking the insights, storytelling, idea generation, pitching the idea in and making it come alive.
I was then charged with creating a bespoke innovation and disruption division driving idea generation at a
media level.
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ROLES
Kate Evans (cont)
Chief Innovation Officer

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE
INDUSTRY SO FAR?
Building an entire new methodology and way of working that has been adopted
by two major Australian businesses and led not only to a significant uplift in revenue
to our clients and ourselves, but also an MFA.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Is that it is ongoing. Staying abreast of innovation at the pace it is moving is hard and requires real diligence.
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ROLES
Caitlin O’Malley
Social Media Strategist

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
Social Strategist means you have a strong understanding of the social platforms,
not only from a creative and functional standpoint but from a media perspective.
Social Strategists draw findings from data which lead to a creative execution to solve
a brand’s business objectives.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
Ensuring that social has an objective and plays a role within our clients media mix. For clients not utilising social
media our role is educating them on the Australian social media landscape, and the benefits of social media
for their brand. While for brands currently utilising the platform it’s coming up with solutions to their business
objectives utilising social media, creating social content, as well as bringing clients information on any of the
platform updates. Additionally, making sure internal staff are up to date on platform changes and capabilities.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Developing educational pieces on the Australian social media landscape, as well as developing social strategies
for our clients that deliver on business objectives.
Strategies involve translating business objectives to social objectives, selecting the correct channels for brands
based on their audience segmentation, showcasing where social fits in the attribution funnel, developing content
pillars, tone of voice, content plan and weighting, paid media strategy and KPIs.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I kind of fell into it to be honest! While I was living abroad in Italy I coincidently met the Creative Director of the
fashion label Diesel, at the end of the night he said I have a job for you and introduced me to a company who
needed help with their social and digital marketing. Italy lead to working at an agency in NYC and during my
time in Sydney I’ve been at digital agency VML and creative agency Ogilvy & Mather. With the change of many
social platforms from organic to paid, I saw the need for creative and media to work hand and hand to produce
the best results, which is why I made my way media side to work at Match Media.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
Working on the NRL Mission Control during the State of Origin. Being able to socially listen to thousands of
conversations, get key influencers and celebrities involved and react in real time with unique creative was high
pressure but really rewarding and fun!
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ROLES
Caitlin O’Malley (cont)
Social Media Strategist

MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
Educating internally and externally. Social is such a fast paced and ever
changing medium, and brands and business are finally seeing the value.
However, there is a major education job needed for clients on the role for
of individual platforms, how social achieves their business objectives, why
paid media is a must, and creative & paid best practices.

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
I love that I can be creative yet objective & data driven. I see social as having the best of both worlds (creative &
media) which makes every client brief so fun to work on.
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ROLES
Elissa Hurley
Account Coordinator

WHAT IS YOUR JOB TITLE AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
My title is Account Coordinator and I have been in the media industry for just
over 1 year. At present I monitor and book campaigns both online and offline.
I also carry out general maintenance on campaigns, competitive analysis and
post campaign analysis for our clients.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AND THE ROLE OF YOUR TEAM AT YOUR AGENCY?
My main role in the team involves campaign monitoring and maintenance as well as general team support.
My team’s portfolio of clients include Google, Purple Bricks, Hunter Douglas, Solahart and Guthy Renker.
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES?
Every day brings something new and challenging to my role, however my main responsibilities include material
instructions, TV post, general campaign maintenance, competitive and industry analyses and planning, buying
and implementing small campaigns myself where possible.
HOW DID YOU GET INTO THE INDUSTRY AND HOW DID YOU GET TO YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
I completed a dual degree in B. Marketing and PR at the University of Notre Dame. As part of my degree we
undertook an internship unit where a friend referred me to the MFA internship program at PHD. On the back of
completing the month long internship in June 2015, I was offered a 1-day-a-week part time role until December
when I started full time.
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST INSPIRING MOMENT IN THE INDUSTRY SO FAR?
The PHD People team ran a Careers Week program this year prompting us to take ownership of our career.
I found this really inspiring as we had numerous people from both PHD and the industry speak passionately
about media and how their career journeys evolved.
MOST CHALLENGING TASK?
A challenge I face at the moment is managing the numerous campaigns running for each client and
understanding the priorities of each client and how we ﬁt into the running of their organisation.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
I enjoy that no two days are the same, I am constantly being challenged and learn something new every day!
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